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4 min read ⌚ to create your final task and make an extraordinary post You wake up every day feeling like you have to work and put food on the table? If the previous sentence resonates with you, then you need to change your approach and start building a career, instead of just doing the job. And we'll tell you why and how to do it. Who should read Big Job,
Big Career? And why? Yes, this has been discussed many times: you need to build a career that will bring you long-term satisfaction, instead of just momentary benefits. However, rarely does anyone say it better than bona fide guru Stephen R. Covey and co-author Jennifer Colosimo. In Great Work, Great Career tries to change the way people go about
making their professional choices and inspire them to start building careers, instead of just looking for ways to make a living. We recommend this magnificent book to Covey fans, job seekers, people who want to change their existing role models and service industry staff. About Stephen R. Covey and Jennifer Colosimo Stephen R. Covey is a writer who
established himself as one of the most powerful entrepreneurs, philosophers, theorists, and speakers of the 20th century. He is the author of 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, First Things First, 8. He is the co-founder of FranklinCovey, where Jennifer Colosimo is chief teaching officer. Great Work Great Career Summary There are two types of people in
this world: those who want a job that puts food on the table, and those who want a career, who people admire. What type are you? Now we will tell you why just having a job will not make you happy in the long run. We understand that you have to pay the bills and buy food at the moment. However, if you're just doing your job without painting a bigger picture,
you'll pay the price later. We're saying your career isn't equal to the amount you have in the bank. Yes, you can have a great career without being so rich. Money and benefits are not the only goals of those people who want to build a career for themselves. There's so much more to it than that. But how do you build a career? A career is a combination of three
characteristics: loyalty, trust and contribution. We will explain them briefly. Your contribution consists of your talents, passion, conscience and need. As such, it is unique. Trust and loyalty are the fruit of your character and conscience.   If you decide to go the way of a career, instead of a highly paid job, you will feel satisfied every day. You'll work with a smile
on your face, knowing you're building something bigger than you. The good news for you is that contrary to what you can trust, not only workaholics, corporate-ladder climbers and backstabbers have a chance to create careers for themselves. In fact, anyone can have one - and have it turned on. Putting everything you have into your work and using your
skills and talents to their maximum is the only way to make a full contribution. You don't have to change your attitude to start building a career. You just have to look at your work differently. Don't go to work thinking of it as an obligation. Instead, learn to love and see it as an opportunity to improve yourself, push yourself, and make your maximum contribution.
We promise you that wherever you work, you will be rewarded for such behavior. But that's not all - you will feel much better and start looking for meaning and purpose in your working life. Now sometimes markets are moving and present many problems that need to be solved. It's your choice as you'll see these problems. Will you see them as something that
will destroy you or as an opportunity to grow? What we're trying to say is that you're going to live a much better life, have a much better career and feel happier if you learn how to appreciate what's out there and try to make the most of it, instead of dwelling on something that's missing. Optimism can take you to your seats. So tomorrow, when you wake up to
work, how are you going to feel? What will be your way of seeing your workplace? We encourage you to be excited, start loving what you are doing and become the best worker is. Key lessons from The Great Job, Great Career 1.      Solution Contribution 2.      Six steps to write a statement on contributions 3.      Claim what you deserve by addressing the
post change your thinking and become a problem solver. Finding solutions to problems and implementing them is the key to your survival. Write a post statement to formulate the high purpose you want to serve. A good post statement combines the issues you want to solve with your strengths and skills. This will help you focus on creating value. Six steps to
write a statement about contributions Write a tribute to an influential person. Write the tributes you would like to receive claiming what you deserve To create the job you want – it actively pushes you to use all your talents and experience. Create a circle of people that will only help you progress. I like this summary? We'd like to invite you to download our free
12 minute app for more amazing summaries and audiobooks. Great job, great career Quotes A great career is about solving big problems, solving big challenges and making big contributions. Click Tweet Landscape has never been greener. The volatile, scorched economy of the new century provides opportunities no one has ever dreamed of. Click tweet
One difference between a great career and an average career is to find a cause you can volunteer to serve. Click Tweet You are not a description of working with your feet. Click tweet Your career success depends not only on but also to the people around you. In the workplace, you'll never get anything worth doing. Click to tweet our critical review of Big
Work, a great career is another way to look at things. Therefore, if you are not a lover of alternative ways of thinking, and you do not want to make changes in your existing paradigm, you may want to find something else to read. However, if you are ready to change your old habits and change the patterns that exist in your professional life, Covey and
Colosimo's book is just what you need. More information and more information, at the speed the world demands. Best Reviews Latest reviews Nuevo desde Usado desde CD MP3, Audiolibro, Audio MP3, VersiÃ³n Ãntegra - - Nuevo desde Usado desde Tapa dura 32.99Â â'¬ 14.95Â â'¬ work that puts food on the family table is different from a career that
leaves a legacy for your grandchildren to admire around the same table. Yes, you have to pay the bills now. But if you're not working on a big career, you're going to pay a bigger, more existential price later. As they say, you can get straight A at school and still fall for life. Likewise, you can have the right job, the right benefits and the right paycheck - and still
fail your career. A great profession is not the only domain of the rich and famous, the people you hear or read about, the people that others envy. You can have a great career regardless of the number of zeros in your bank account. How? You need to rethink most of what you know about working, keeping a job, getting a job or insuicing a job. A great career
relies on three personal characteristics that are much simpler and elementary than power or influence: contribution, loyalty, and trust. Your contribution, which consists of your talents, passion, conscience and need, is unique. Trust and loyalty are the fruit of your character and conscience. Finding... I know many people who are out of work or dissatisfied with
their current job. I myself am not actively looking for work, nor am I particularly dissatisfied with my work. However, this book can be read, enjoyed and used by anyone who has a serious desire to find that great career or to create a great career on his or her current job. For those job seekers, the end of the book does include some suggestions for crafting a
resume, cover letter, or even for providing presentations on the future, or I know many people who are out of work or are dissatisfied with their current job. I myself am not actively looking for work, nor am I particularly dissatisfied with my work. However, this book can be read, enjoyed and used by anyone who has a serious desire to find that great career or
to create a great career on his or her current job. For those job seekers, the end of the book contains some suggestions for crafting a resume, letter, or even to present to potential or current employers outline their plans for success. If you have read 7 Habits of very successful people, you will notice many well-known languages. In discussing the nature of our
current economic times, the book talks about such concepts as Abundance vs. Lack of Mentality, Circle of Influence vs. Circule Concerns, Emotional Bank Accounts and changing our paradigm to look at the workplace through the lens of the age of knowledge workers rather than the industrial age. The book talks about (though I don't think it ever uses '7
Habits' terms) production vs. production capabilities. And you spend a considerable amount of time talking about solving problems, identifying needs, turning needs into opportunities and creating your own personal contribution statements based on your own strengths, talents, passions and your moral compass or conscience. The book provides advice for
accepting that post statement and actually conducting a Need-Opportunity presentation rather than going for job interviews. It presents ideas and methods to help you stand out from the crowd to a potential employer or even your current boss. There are suggestions to expand your Circle of Influence to better suit your talents and passions. The authors also
go into some depth about building your village... 21st century thinking around networking and working through people you know to achieve your goals. The book talks about creating a village through your friends and collaborators, but also about the importance of carving space for yourself on the Internet... diving into social networks like LinkedIn or even
Facebook.... creating your own web space by writing a blog about your passion/expertise... maybe even writing an e-book. The authors emphasize that your village should be based on real relationships, rather than just a bunch of names who can do something for you... Focus on building that emotional bank account and then use your village synerggically to
achieve your goals. Like many books along these lines, there's not much that felt revolutionary... on the contrary, it all felt like common sense and a lot of it feels like those aha moments when you smile, nod and wonder why I get it before. The writing style is simple and easy to understand. There are lots of inspirational stories and examples and there is plenty
of great advice. So whether you're on the hunt for work, trying to improve your current position, or self-employed and wanting to consolidate your own contribution, this book should have something to help you develop, focus on and come up with a plan to achieve your long-term career goals.****3 out of 5 stars... More... More
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